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20 - 500 2-3 hrs
Team spirit, determination and
teamwork are the keys to success 
in Beach Olympics! This adventure-style
team building activity provokes
competitiveness yet doesn9t intimidate
participants who may be lacking in 

Your group will be split into an even
number of tribes.  If you love the TV
Show 8Survivor9 and want to maximise
the time spent facing-off in head-to-
head challenges - then this is for you! 
We will test the tribes in a series of
physical, mental and puzzle-based

Our most popular event at Tangalooma!
This activity encourages teams to 
work together by prioritising missions,
problem-solving, being creative and
exploring opportunities. Our app leads
small teams to complete fun-filled 

Inspired by the 8Amazing Race9 TV show
and classic Scavenger Hunts, this activity
is the perfect mix of problem-solving,
teamwork, leadership and creativity.
Teams race around Tangalooma Island
Resort, competing against each other in

games. Each team is incentivised by
<totems= and the strongest team rarely
wins! This is a truly inclusive activity,
with all the drama without the physical
risk factor!

sporting or physical prowess. 
Beach Olympics creates a carnival 
atmosphere of music, games and 
energetic challenges, such as classic
Sack Races, Ultimate Frisbee, Catapult
Firing, Relay Races and many more.

creative missions around the resort. 
This is not a foot-race, but a game built 
on strategy and creativity! The finale 
includes the hilarious video presentation 
of all submissions and a memorable 
winners announcement.

a series of questions, creative photo and
video tasks and physical challenges. It9s
fast-paced, and ends with a live-voting
presentation before the winners are
announced and crowned champions!
Game On!

Take the world9s 3rd largest sand island... Add a splash of sunshine, balmy sea breezes, crystal clear waters and
pristine natural beauty, and you9ve got Tangalooma Island Resort. An island oasis, just a 75 minute boat cruise from
Brisbane. Leave the mainland behind, switch to island-time and get ready for simple pleasures, whilst you
compete against your teammates through unique Island challenges and celebrate your success over a couple of
sunset drinks. It9s very appealing!

<All activities were well thought out and
engaging! Staff were encouraged to get out
of their comfort zone and work together.=

<AMAZING. So much fun. Well
designed, interactive, great for all

abilities. Highly Recommend.=

AMAZING RACE 

BEACH OLYMPICS

ISLAND SURVIVOR

SCAVENGER HUNT 

OUTDOOR Team Building Activities

10 - 300

8 - 300

8 - 300

2-3 hrs

1-2 hrs

1-2 hrs
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Answer obscure trivia, complete head-
to-head challenges, and outwit your
opposing teams to become the winning
team!  We are happy to work with you
to come up with company-centric
questions for game content. 

This Minute To Win It activity will
integrate easily into any event - dinner
functions, corporate functions, or just
drinks.  Short 'playful' games are
guaranteed to have your group in
stitches.

This is Trivia but not as you know it. 
We weave elements from popular TV
game shows such as The Price is Right,
Jeopardy and Minute to Win It. Led by
our professional MC and entertainer,
your group will be in stitches as we 

roll out challenges and trivia questions 
throughout your evening dinner.
Prepare to be a little outrageous,
competitive, and creative. Our tech-
setup is next level, which separates this
from your regular pub-trivia night...

These can be work-oriented (e.g. sales
goals, new software quizzes, etc.) or
more light-hearted (e.g. name someone
on your team you'd likely see at a
monster truck event). 

We work with you to select the perfect
blend of activities. Each element is
designed for maximum participation,
and all teams stay deeply engaged until
the final scores are announced. 

Boost your corporate dinner at Tangalooma by introducing creative installations and entertainment packs that
will ensure all guests have a memorable evening. Our evening programs are all customised to ensure we meet
your conference objectives and team building outcomes.  Eat, laugh, play, interact and enjoy. 

BIGGER THAN TRIVIA

MINUTE TO WIN IT

GAME SHOW

INDOOR & EVENING Team Building Activities

20 - 100 1-2 hrs

20 - 300 2 hrs

The Mindfulness Game sends teams on 
a series of indoor and outdoor missions
that will cultivate self-awareness and
resilience. It9s no longer just a buzzword
—hundreds of companies have 
integrated meditation and awareness 

training to improve productivity, reduce 
stress and help people operate better 
under pressure. Your team members 
will feel energised, more connected, and 
recharged. You9ll learn the science, then 
put it into practice. 

MINDFULNESS GAME 8 - 300 1-2 hrs

20 - 300 1-2 hrs

I highly recommend the Banana Life team.
Professional, fun and diverse to suit any occasion and
all ages. They ensured our team building experience

was an amazing memorable day with loads of fun and
we can't wait until next time!

"We booked the Amazing Race for our company Christmas
Party and I'm so happy we did! Our team absolutely loved it.

It was fun, exciting and really brought out everyone's
competitiveness. Stacey was our host and she was amazing
- super easy to talk to, explained everything thoroughly and

made the overall experience really positive."
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professional facilitators
activity equipment
pre-consultation and planning
event summary and results
site inspections
$20 million public liability insurance
staff and equipment transfers

We have adapted our signature programs
to suit the resort. By working closely with the
Conference and Events team, we are able
to plan and execute some of the 
most thrilling, ambitious and tailored
corporate events in this country. 

As part of our service; we include

As more companies embrace flexible working
arrangements, we need to find new ways to
create the social banter and team spirits that
creates a strong organisational culture. 

That's where we come in. 

We've developed a whole bunch of team-
building activities designed to improve
performance, connection and staff morale. 

We'll work with you to align each experience
with your conference goals - with a
professional host on-hand to energise
proceedings and bring the best out of your
team. 

bananalife.com.au/tangalooma

Tangalooma Island Resort is one of Australia9s most unique destinations for team building events. 
With loads of tours and activities to participate in, as well as a range of customised itineraries available, our

team confidently caters for the most diverse range of team experiences. 
 

Our Team Building Games and Activities are designed to meet specific outcomes: 

<There was something for everyone, whether you
enjoy the mental or physical challenge! Thank you
to the incredible staff that made our event a lot of

fun, and so easy to organise!=

INCLUSIONS

ABOUT

Teamwork | Collaboration | Communication | Time Management | Leadership | Pure Fun
Calculated Risk- Taking Productivity | Creativity Innovation | Persuasion | Bold Action

Tangalooma 
upholds a proud
working relationship
with Banana Life for
all conference and
corporate clients. 

BRISBANE'S MOST UNIQUE
TEAM BUILDING DESTINATION
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